


MiGOALS is a global stationery brand with roots 
in Melbourne. MiGOALS started with a simple 
idea - to design a simple product that helps 
people turn dreams into action.

Our founder, Adam Jelic, was frustrated by the 
outdated structure of diaries on the market. There 
were plenty to choose from, but none of them 
actually helped users hone in their goals.

Noticing a gap in the market, Adam launched 
the first MiGOALS diary in 2010. Since then, 
the brand has grown globally with a dedicated 
community of dreamers and actiontakers, whom 
we call our Goal Diggers. 

Millions of people now look to us to help them 
define their dreams, get clear on their goals and 
make awesome things happen. MiGOALS isn’t 
just a stationery brand. We’re an empowerment 
company that helps goal setters Get Shit Done.

THE MIGOALS STORY



BRANDS PREVIOUSLY WORKED WITH





WHY MiGOALS PRODUCTS?

Take control of your day-to-day and set yourself up for success. One thing we know 
is that in your workplace - notes can get lost, papers bundled and notebooks thrown 
around like scrap paper. 

Take pride where you take notes and tackle the 9-5 with clarity, purpose and confidence. 

Our range of empowering stationery products integrate seamlessly into your daily 
business; supporting your progress, helping you organise your priorities and motivating 
you to get things done.

Increase your teams productivity  
by having a structured format of  
note taking and task management.

Premium MiGOALS stationery will 
breathe new life into old ways of 
working and provide a collective 
sense of unity within the team.

Guide your team to find purpose 
and clarity by using the tailored 
prompts in MiGOALS Journals 
and Desk Pad series.

MiGOALS stationery products are 
made by Goal Diggers, for Goal 
Diggers. Take pride in your craft  
and set goals with confidence.

PRODUCTIVITY CULTURE

FOCUS EMPOWERMENT 



Personalise our MiGOALS products with your 
company branding and empower your team to 
achieve their goals. 

Whether you’re organising an event, rewarding your 
employees for their hard work or looking to elevate 
your company branding, MiGOALS have a selection of 
thoughtfully designed diaries, planners and notepads 
ready to be tailored to suit your brand needs.

INSPIRE YOUR TEAM



CONTACT THE MIGOALS TEAM

For any orders over 1000+ units or fully customised notebook enquiries. 
ADAM JELIC  / +61 408 330 843 / ADAM@MIGOALS.COM.AU

BULK PURCHASING PRICINGPERSONALISED BRANDING PRICING

UNITS PRICE

100+ $6.00 per unit

250+ $5.00 per unit

500+ $4.00 per unit

1000+ $3.00 per unit

2000+ $2.00 per unit

SPEND DISCOUNT

Spend $750+ and save 20% off RRP

Spend $1250+ and save 30% off RRP

Spend $2500+ and save 40% off RRP

Spend $5000+ and save 50% off RRP

You might have a large team or you might want to order 
enough stationery to last the year. Whatever the reason 
- the bigger the order, the bigger the reduction. 

Please view below the price reductions depending on 
the quantity of product ordered. If you would like to add 
peronalised company branding, those prices are additional 
to the bulk purchase discount featured below.

WE GROW AS YOUR BUSINESS GROWS

Customise our MiGOALS products with your branding and 
gift them to your team. It’s the perfect way to show them how 
important they are and how much you value their hard work.

Customise the product range to fit your style. Take ownership of 
your design by adding your logo or brand messaging, deciding 
on placement orientation and finishes.

PERSONALISE TO FIT YOUR BRAND



CHOOSE FROM 
A VARIETY OF 
PRODUCTS TO 
PERSONALISE

LOGO FINISHES

RECEIVE TAILORED 
MOCK-UP RENDERS OF 

PLACEMENT OPTIONS OF 
YOUR LOGO

LARGE SELECTION 
OF  FOIL / DEBOSS 

FINISHES AND 
COLOURS OPTIONS

FRONT COVER BACK COVER

Option 3

Option 4

Option 1

Option 2

BRANDING PLACEMENT OPTIONS

There are four available branding options to add your logo to our 
MiGOALS products. Using your chosen product, our design team 
will submit mock-up renders of the placement options for you to 
select from.

Placement options are subject to the product design, but we will 
always provide the best placement options available for your brand 
logo to ensure a quality product.

A4

B5

A5

A6

GOLD
FOIL

ROSE
GOLD
FOIL

SILVER
FOIL

CLEAR
DEBOSS

BLACK
FOIL

Variety of different finishes for your logo. Contact us about tailored 
printing a specific colour to your brand. 



2024 Dated Range

Commercial in confidence. Designs TBC and subject to change. You must not use this artwork, design work and/or technical drawing for any purposes other than such as MiGOALS has expressly authorised you for. 



GDP-24-BOL-B5-BLK

GDP-24-BOL-B5-LIL

GDP-24-BOL-B5-LEM

Black

Lilac

Lemon

A4

B5

A5

A6

2024 B5 GOAL DIGGER PLANNER BOLD

B5 SOFT COVER. PU Cover

Our Goal Digger Planner is the ultimate 
personal development tool to help you live 
a more purpose filled life. Think of it as your 
personal life coach that keeps you focused on 
your goals, encourages you to create positive 
habits and empowers you to take action 
towards achieving your dreams.

FEATURES

- Purpose and vision planning
- Short-term and long-term goal planning
- Space to mind-map your goals
- Monthly reviews
- Progress tracker
- Section to plan monthly goals
- Budget section
- Blank and lined notes pages

SPECS COLOURS / SKU

Commercial in confidence. Designs TBC and subject to change. You must not use this artwork, design work and/or technical drawing for any purposes other than such as MiGOALS has expressly authorised you for. 

Size
B5

280 Pages
120gsm

2 x Divider 
Ribbons

De-bossed 
artwork cover

Fountain Pen 
Friendly

Eco Friendly



2024 B5 GOAL DIGGER PLANNER CLASSIC

A4

B5

A5

A6

B5 SOFT COVER. PU Cover

Our Goal Digger Planner is the ultimate 
personal development tool to help you live 
a more purpose filled life. Think of it as your 
personal life coach that keeps you focused on 
your goals, encourages you to create positive 
habits and empowers you to take action 
towards achieving your dreams.

FEATURES

- Purpose and vision planning
- Short-term and long-term goal planning
- Space to mind-map your goals
- Monthly reviews
- Progress tracker
- Section to plan monthly goals
- Budget section
- Blank and lined notes pages

SPECS

GDP-24-CLA-B5-BLK

GDP-24-CLA-B5-SAN

Black

Sand

GDP-24-CLA-B5-EBL

GDP-24-CLA-B5-TGR

Element Blue

Teal Green

COLOURS / SKU

Commercial in confidence. Designs TBC and subject to change. You must not use this artwork, design work and/or technical drawing for any purposes other than such as MiGOALS has expressly authorised you for. 

Size
B5

280 Pages
120gsm

2 x Divider 
Ribbons

De-bossed 
artwork cover

Fountain Pen 
Friendly

Eco Friendly



2024 A5 WEEKLY NOTES DIARY

A5 SOFT COVER. PU Cover

Your new best friend, our 2024 Weekly Notes 
Diary is your perfect goal crushing accessory 
that’s compact enough to go everywhere you 
do. Split into three sections, you’ll have space 
to write out your goals, plan out your week and 
budget your life with an extra bonus section for 
note taking, doodling or brainstorming.

FEATURES

- Sections for purpose and vision planning
- 7 x Goal setting templates (5 x Short 2 x Long)
- Quarterly reviews section to track your progress
- Week to a page + notes with habits tracker
- Monthly calendar planner
- Monthly budget section
- Lined note pages

SPECS

A4

B5

A5

A6

COLOURS / SKU

WN-24-CLA-A5-BLK WN-24-CLA-A5-EBL

WN-24-CLA-A5-SAN WN-24-CLA-A5-LEM

WN-24-CLA-A5-LIL WN-24-CLA-A5-TGR

Black Element Blue

Sand

Lilac

Lemon

Teal Green

Commercial in confidence. Designs TBC and subject to change. You must not use this artwork, design work and/or technical drawing for any purposes other than such as MiGOALS has expressly authorised you for. 

Size
A5

224 Pages
100gsm

2 x Divider 
Ribbons

De-bossed 
artwork cover

Fountain Pen 
Friendly

Eco Friendly



FEATURES

- Sections for purpose and vision planning
- 7 x Goal setting templates (5 x Short 2 x Long)
- Quarterly reviews section to track your progress
- Week to two-page diary spread with habits tracker
- Monthly calendar planner
- Monthly budget section
- Lined note pages

Let our 2024 Weekly Spread Diary guide you 
through our simple process for uncovering
your purpose, setting big goals and 
developing an action plan that will enable 
you to actually achieve them. Split into three 
sections, you’ll have space to write out your 
goals, plan out your week and budget your life 
with an extra bonus section for note taking, 
doodling or brainstorming.

2024 A5 WEEKLY SPREAD DIARY

A5 SOFT COVER. PU Cover

SPECS

A4

B5

A5

A6

Commercial in confidence. Designs TBC and subject to change. You must not use this artwork, design work and/or technical drawing for any purposes other than such as MiGOALS has expressly authorised you for. 

COLOURS / SKU

WS-24-CLA-A5-BLK WS-24-CLA-A5-EBL

WS-24-CLA-A5-SAN WS-24-CLA-A5-LEM

WS-24-CLA-A5-LIL WS-24-CLA-A5-TGR

Black Element Blue

Sand

Lilac

Lemon

Teal Green

Size
A5

224 Pages
100gsm

2 x Divider 
Ribbons

De-bossed 
artwork cover

Fountain Pen 
Friendly

Eco Friendly



Size
A5

224 Pages
100gsm

2 x Divider 
Ribbons

De-bossed 
artwork cover

Fountain Pen 
Friendly

Eco Friendly

FEATURES

- Sections for purpose and vision planning
- 7 x Goal setting templates (5 x Short 2 x Long)
- Quarterly reviews section to track your progress
- Week to two-page diary spread with habits tracker
- Monthly calendar planner
- Monthly budget section
- Lined note pages

Let our 2024 Weekly Spread Diary guide you 
through our simple process for uncovering
your purpose, setting big goals and 
developing an action plan that will enable 
you to actually achieve them. Split into three 
sections, you’ll have space to write out your 
goals, plan out your week and budget your life 
with an extra bonus section for note taking, 
doodling or brainstorming.

A5 SOFT COVER. PU Cover

SPECS

A4

B5

A5

A6

COLOURS / SKU

WS-24-GSD-A5-BLKBlack

2024 GSD A5 WEEKLY SPREAD DIARY Limited Edition

Let our 2024 Weekly Spread Diary guide you 
through our simple process for uncovering
your purpose, setting big goals and 
developing an action plan that will enable 
you to actually achieve them. Split into three 
sections, you’ll have space to write out your 
goals, plan out your week and budget your life 
with an extra bonus section for note taking, 
doodling or brainstorming.

Commercial in confidence. Designs TBC and subject to change. You must not use this artwork, design work and/or technical drawing for any purposes other than such as MiGOALS has expressly authorised you for. 



GDP-24-DAI-B5-BLK

GDP-24-DAI-B5-SAN

Black

Sand

A4

B5

A5

A6

2024 B5 GOAL DIGGER PLANNER DAILY

B5 SOFT COVER. PU Cover

The Goal Digger Daily Planner helps you make 
everyday, and every hour, count. Use the 
agenda section to block out time for important 
tasks, appointments and reminders. Let your 
creative ideas fly with the dotted grid layout.

FEATURES

- Purpose and vision planning
- Short-term goal planning
- Space to mind-map your goals
- Daily agenda / To-do list / Habits / Top wins 
- Monthly reviews
- Progress tracker
- Section to plan monthly goals
- Budget section
- Blank and lined notes pages
- Daily inspirational quote

SPECS COLOURS / SKU

Commercial in confidence. Designs TBC and subject to change. You must not use this artwork, design work and/or technical drawing for any purposes other than such as MiGOALS has expressly authorised you for. 

Size
B5

464 Pages
100gsm

2 x Divider 
Ribbons

De-bossed 
artwork cover

Fountain Pen 
Friendly

Eco Friendly



White

The wall planner includes pre-printed month and 
date markers with space to fill in days of the week 
year by year. Perfect to help you plan the year 
ahead, visualise your key tasks, get into good 
habits and block out important engagements. 
The wall planner is your visual reminder of the key 
things you need to do each month to help you 
execute your goals. 

COLOURS SKU

Eco FriendlyFountain Pen
Friendly

WALL-24-WHI

50cm H x 70cm W size. Landscape.

2024 WALL PLANNER

50cm H x 70cm W

Size
50cm H x
70cm W

FEATURES

- Room for daily entries

- Gratitude section

- Key habits

- Long-term year goals

- Yearly column view

- Add in favourite quote for the year

SPECS

Commercial in confidence. Designs TBC and subject to change. You must not use this artwork, design work and/or technical drawing for any purposes other than such as MiGOALS has expressly authorised you for. 



White

The Desk Calendar is your visual reminder of the 
key things you need to do each month to help you 
execute your goals. Move easily between months 
with the spiral bound format, includes inspirational 
quotes for each month.

COLOURS SKU

Eco FriendlyFountain Pen
Friendly

DESK-24-WHI

24.5cm W x 18cm H folded size. Landscape.

2024 DESK CALENDAR

FEATURES

- Monthly goals

- Key habits for the month

- Monthly grid views 

- Inspirational quotes

- Notes section

SPECS

Size
18cm H x
23.5cm W

Commercial in confidence. Designs TBC and subject to change. You must not use this artwork, design work and/or technical drawing for any purposes other than such as MiGOALS has expressly authorised you for. 



Non Dated Range

Commercial in confidence. Designs TBC and subject to change. You must not use this artwork, design work and/or technical drawing for any purposes other than such as MiGOALS has expressly authorised you for. 



B5 GOAL DIGGER NON DATED PLANNER

A4

B5

A5

A6

B5 SOFT COVER. PU Cover

Our Goal Digger Planner is the ultimate 
personal development tool to help you live 
a more purpose filled life. Think of it as your 
personal life coach that keeps you focused on 
your goals, encourages you to create positive 
habits and empowers you to take action towards 
achieving your dreams. This non dated planner 
provides you the freedom to start at any time by 
personalising the dates to fit your needs.

FEATURES

- Purpose and vision planning
- Short-term and long-term goal planning
- Space to mind-map your goals
- Monthly reviews
- Perpetual weekly spread
- Progress tracker
- Section to plan monthly goals
- Budget section
- Blank and lined notes pages

SPECS

GDP-ND-CLA-B5-BLK

GDP-ND-CLA-B5-SAN

Black

Sand

COLOURS / SKU

Commercial in confidence. Designs TBC and subject to change. You must not use this artwork, design work and/or technical drawing for any purposes other than such as MiGOALS has expressly authorised you for. 

Size
B5

280 Pages
120gsm

2 x Divider 
Ribbons

De-bossed 
artwork cover

Fountain Pen 
Friendly

Eco Friendly



PROGRESS JOURNAL

A5 SOFT COVER. PU Cover

FEATURES

- Daily to-do list to keep track of tasks

- Nightly reflection prompts to stay motivated

- Monthly reviews to track your progress

SPECS

A4

B5

A5

A6

Eco FriendlyFountain Pen
Friendly

2 x Divider
Ribbons

De-bossed
artwork cover

Size
A5

224 Pages
100gsm

PJ-CLA-A5-BLK

PJ-CLA-A5-TGR 

PJ-CLA-A5-SAN

PJ-CLA-A5-LIL

Stay on track with your 
goals and make significant 
progress within 90 days. 
Features include daily task 
tracking, reflection and 
monthly progress reviews.

SKUCOLOURS

Black

Teal Green

Sand

Lilac



A5 SOFT COVER. PU Cover

SPECS

A4

B5

A5

A6

Eco FriendlyFountain Pen
Friendly

2 x Divider
Ribbons

De-bossed
artwork cover

Size
A5

224 Pages
100gsm

The Goals Journal has space 
for you to craft your vision for 
your future. Turn that vision 
into a series of short, medium 
and long-term goals then break 
those goals down into actionable 
steps to help you stay focused 
on what needs to get done.

FEATURES

- Goal setting how-to

- Guidance to help you set meaningful goals

- Space to plan your vision

- 10 short, 10 medium, 5 long term goals

- Goal setting index

- Note pages for idea tracking

GOALS JOURNAL

GJ-CLA-A5-BLK

GJ-CLA-A5-TGR 

GJ-CLA-A5-SAN

GJ-CLA-A5-LIL

SKUCOLOURS

Black

Teal Green

Sand

Lilac



A5 SOFT COVER. PU Cover

SPECS

A4

B5

A5

A6

Eco FriendlyFountain Pen
Friendly

2 x Divider
Ribbons

De-bossed
artwork cover

Size
A5

208 Pages
100gsm

NOTES JOURNAL

NJ-CLA-A5-BLK

NJ-CLA-A5-TGR

NJ-CLA-A5-SAN

NJ-CLA-A5-LIL

FEATURES

- Lined notes pages

- Space to track 3 key points

- Index to reference topics at a glance

The Notes Journal is the 
perfect daily tool with 
flexibility in mind. There’s 
plenty of room to brainstorm 
and write your notes, helping 
you stay on track with key 
tasks that get you one step 
closer to your goals.

SKUCOLOURS

Black

Teal Green

Sand

Lilac



SPECS

2 x Divider
Ribbons

De-bossed
artwork cover

Fountain Pen
Friendly

Eco Friendly178 Pages
100gsm

A4

B5

A5

B6

Size
B6

SJ-CLA-B6-BLK

SJ-CLA-B6-TGR

SJ-CLA-B6-SAN

SJ-CLA-B6-LIL

FEATURES

- Sleep score and daily rating

- Sleep habits

- Space for reflection and gratitude

- Sleep research and tips

- The meaning of dreams

Use the Sleep Journal as apart of your 
morning and night time routine. Record 
your sleep quality and habits, set your 
intention and reflect on the day at night. 
Track your sleep behaviours, wake up 
feeling refreshed and focus on being 
present with this beautifully designed 
journal you can refer to each day.

SLEEP JOURNAL

SKUCOLOURS

Black

Teal Green

Sand

Lilac



SPECS

SKUCOLOURS

2 x Divider
Ribbons

De-bossed
artwork cover

Fountain Pen
Friendly

Eco Friendly

B6 SOFT COVER. PU Cover

178 Pages
100gsm

A4

B5

A5

B6

Size
B6

FEATURES

- 40 ways to be grateful examples

- 3 things you’re grateful for

- Room to journal thoughts

Practice daily gratitude, 
with room to journal any 
thoughts, feelings and 
inspirations. This product 
will help you be more 
present in the moment.

GRATITUDE JOURNAL

GRJ-CLA-B6-BLK

GRJ-CLA-B6-TGR

GRJ-CLA-B6-SAN

GRJ-CLA-B6-LIL

Black

Teal Green

Sand

Lilac



· The 8 Pillars of Wellness

- Wellness Tips

- Daily Affirmation

- Identifying Your Wellness Focus

- Morning & Evening Routines / Habits

- 3 Things You’re Grateful For

SPECS

2 x Divider
Ribbons

De-bossed
artwork cover

Fountain Pen
Friendly

Eco Friendly178 Pages
100gsm

A4

B5

A5

B6

Size
B6

WJ-CLA-B6-BLK

WJ-CLA-B6-TGR

WJ-CLA-B6-SAN

WJ-CLA-B6-LIL

FEATURES

Looking after your health and well-being 
is one of the most important things 
you can do in life. When you look after 
all areas of your well being - physical, 
emotional, spiritual, financial - you’re 
more likely to feel happy and fulfilled. 
The Wellness Journal is designed to help 
identify your focus, set routines, practise 
gratitude and follow the improvement in 
your overall well-being.

WELLNESS JOURNAL

SKUCOLOURS

Black

Teal Green

Sand

Lilac



FEATURES

- Daily goal

- Hour of power

- Action list

- Top three tasks section

- Room for notes

- Inspiring daily reminder quote

White

DAILY DESK PAD

B5 SIZE PAD

A design savvy, inspiring 50 page desk pad which helps 
you everyday to get tasks done, stay organised, and be 
inspired to live the life you want.

COLOURS SKU

SPECS

A4

B5

A5

A6

Eco FriendlyFountain Pen
Friendly

Size
B5

DESK-PAD-B5-WHI

Foiled
Logo

50 Pages
100gsm

Box board
Backing



White

B5 SIZE PAD

COLOURS SKU

SPECS

A4

B5

A5

A6

Eco FriendlyFountain Pen
Friendly

Size
B5

Foiled
Logo

50 Pages
100gsm

Box board
Backing

FEATURES

- Hour of focus 

- Do it now list

- Plan list

- Delegate list

- Eliminate list  

- Inspiring daily reminder quote

Teamwork makes the dream work. The Focus Pad is a comprehensive 
to-do list, scheduler and collaborator all in one. It helps you structure 
your day and delegate tasks to your team for maximum efficiency.

FOCUS PAD

FOCUS-PAD-B5-WHI



SPECS

Eco FriendlyFountain Pen
Friendly

Foiled
Logo

50 Pages
100gsm

Box board
Backing

SKU

White

COLOURS

TB-PAD-B5-WHI

FEATURES

- Daily focus & goal 

- How do you want to feel prompt 

- Grateful for

- Time blocked schedule

- Key Tasks

- Daily habits to track

- Room for notes

- Inspiring daily reminder quote

The Time Block Desk Pad ensures you make every hour count. 
Use the schedule to block out times for important tasks. Create 
consistent positive habits that maximise productivity and 
motivation, while easily seeing key tasks at a glance.

B5 SIZE PAD

TIME BLOCK DESK PAD

A4

B5

A5

A6

Size
B5



FEATURES

· Space for sketches & notes 

· Daily focus & goal 

· Key tasks

· Daily habits

White

This Creative Desk Pad is the perfect tool to inspire the 
mind. There is plenty of room to brainstorm, sketch and 
take notes, and have the freedom to jot ideas down 
whenever they strike.

COLOURS SKU

SPECS

Eco FriendlyFountain Pen
Friendly

CREATE-PAD-A4-WHI

Foiled
Logo

50 Pages
100gsm

Box board
Backing

A4 SIZE PAD

CREATIVE DESK PAD

A4B5A5A6

Size
A4



FEATURES

- Weekly goals

- Habits

- Daily gratitude

- Daily to-do list

- Top 3 tasks for the day

- Inspiring weekly reminder quote

White

Own the week ahead with the Weekly Pad. A 7-day 
weekly view to list all the tasks you need to get done. 
With room to track your habits, set your goals and rate 
each week, this is the perfect companion to keep at 
your desk or on your wall. 

COLOURS SKU

SPECS

Eco FriendlyFountain Pen
Friendly

WK-PAD-A4-WHI

Foiled
Logo

50 Pages
100gsm

Box board
Backing

A4 SIZE PAD

WEEKLY DESK PAD

A4B5A5A6

Size
A4



White

COLOURS SKU

SPECS

FEATURES

- Gratitude section

- Monthly habits

- Monthly focus

- Monthly goals

- Monthly grid view

- Quote of the month

The perfect pad to help you plan the month ahead, 
visualise your key tasks, get into good habits and block 
out important engagements. The monthly pad is your 
visual reminder of the key things you need to do each 
month to help you execute your goals. 

A4 A3B5A5A6

A3 SIZE PAD

MONTHLY DESK PAD

MON-PAD-A3-WHI

Size
A3

38 Pages
100gsm

Foiled 
Logo

Box board 
Backing

Fountain Pen 
Friendly

Eco Friendly



GSD MINIMAL NOTEBOOK

A6 & A5 SIZE. CARD PAPER COVER

Stop putting off taking action. Half to do list, half notebook, your GSD Notebook is small enough to take with you wherever you 
go. With close to 500 to-do list items to tick off, you will be getting alot done and making big progress in no time.

FEATURES

- Space for ideas and inspiration
- Top three tasks section
- Lines and to-do list two-page spread
- Back pocket only on A5

COLOURSSPECS

A4

B5

A5

A6

A4

B5

A5

A6

Eco FriendlyFountain Pen
Friendly

Foil
artwork cover

Size
A5

Size
A6

A5A6

50 Pages
100gsm

Black

Teal Green

Sand

Lilac

Element Blue

Lemon

GSD-MIN-A5-BLK / GSD-MIN-A6-BLK

GSD-MIN-A5-TGR / GSD-MIN-A6-TGR

GSD-MIN-A5-SAN / GSD-MIN-A6-SAN

GSD-MIN-A5-LIL / GSD-MIN-A6-LIL

GSD-MIN-A5-EBL / GSD-MIN-A6-EBL

GSD-MIN-A5-LEM / GSD-MIN-A6-LEM



2024 B5 GOAL DIGGER PLANNER BOLD

Black
GDP-24-BOL-B5-BLK 

Black
GDP-24-CLA-B5-BLK 

Element Blue
GDP-24-CLA-B5-EBL

Lilac
GDP-24-BOL-B5-LIL 

Lemon
GDP-24-BOL-B5-LEM 

Sand
GDP-24-CLA-B5-SAN 

Teal Green
GDP-24-CLA-B5-TGR

2024 B6 GOAL DIGGER PLANNER CLASSIC

Black
WN-24-CLA-A5-BLK

Black
WS-24-CLA-A5-BLK

GSD Black
WS-24-GSD-A5-BLK

Lemon
WN-24-CLA-A5-LEM

Lemon
WS-24-CLA-A5-LEM

Sand
WN-24-CLA-A5-SAN 

Sand
WS-24-CLA-A5-SAN

Lilac
WN-24-CLA-A5-LIL

Lilac
WS-24-CLA-A5-LIL

Element Blue
WN-24-CLA-A5-EBL

Black
GDP-24-DAI-B5-BLK

Sand
GDP-24-DAI-B5-SAN

Element Blue
WS-24-CLA-A5-EBL

Teal Green
WN-24-CLA-A5-TGR

Teal Green
WS-24-CLA-A5-TGR

2024 A5 WEEKLY NOTES DIARY
2024 B5 GD PLANNER DAILY 2024 WALL CALENDAR

2024 A5 WEEKLY SPREAD DIARY

Commercial in confidence. Designs TBC and subject to change. You must not use this artwork, design work and/or technical drawing for any purposes other than such as MiGOALS has expressly authorised you for. 

White
DESK-24-WHI

2024 DESK CALENDAR

White
WALL-24-WHI



Black
SJ-CLA-B6-BLK

Black
WJ-CLA-B6-BLK

Sand
SJ-CLA-B6-SAN

Sand
WJ-CLA-B6-SAN

Lilac
SJ-CLA-B6-LIL

Lilac
WJ-CLA-B6-LIL

Teal Green
SJ-CLA-B6-TGR

Teal Green
WJ-CLA-B6-TGR

A5 90 DAY PROGRESS JOURNAL B6 SLEEP JOURNAL

B6 WELLNESS JOURNAL

Black
PJ-CLA-A5-BLK 

Teal Green
PJ-CLA-A5-TGR 

Sand
PJ-CLA-A5-SAN

Lilac
PJ-CLA-A5-LIL 

A5 GOALS JOURNAL

Black
GJ-CLA-A5-BLK 

Teal Green
GJ-CLA-A5-TGR 

Sand
GJ-CLA-A5-SAN

Lilac
GJ-CLA-A5-LIL

Black
NJ-CLA-A5-BLK 

Teal Green
NJ-CLA-A5-TGR 

Sand
NJ-CLA-A5-SAN

Lilac
NJ-CLA-A5-LIL

A5 NOTES JOURNAL B5 GD PLANNER NON-DATED

Black
GRJ-CLA-B6-BLK 

Teal Green
GRJ-CLA-B6-TGR 

Sand
GRJ-CLA-B6-SAN

Lilac
GRJ-CLA-B6-LIL

B6 GRATITUDE JOURNAL

Commercial in confidence. Designs TBC and subject to change. You must not use this artwork, design work and/or technical drawing for any purposes other than such as MiGOALS has expressly authorised you for. 

Black
GDP-ND-CLA-B5-BLK

Sand
GDP-ND-CLA-B5-SAN



A6 GSD MINIMAL NOTEBOOK

A5 GSD MINIMAL NOTEBOOK

Black
GSD-MIN-A6-BLK 

Black
GSD-MIN-A5-BLK 

Teal Green
GSD-MIN-A6-TGR

Teal Green
GSD-MIN-A5-TGR

Lilac
GSD-MIN-A6-LIL

Lilac
GSD-MIN-A5-LIL

Element Blue
GSD-MIN-A6-EBL

Element Blue
GSD-MIN-A5-EBL

Lemon
GSD-MIN-A6-LEM

Lemon
GSD-MIN-A5-LEM

Sand
GSD-MIN-A6-SAN

Sand
GSD-MIN-A5-SAN

Commercial in confidence. Designs TBC and subject to change. You must not use this artwork, design work and/or technical drawing for any purposes other than such as MiGOALS has expressly authorised you for. 

Time Block
TB-PAD-B5-WHI 

Weekly
WK-PAD-A4-WHI 

Monthly
MON-PAD-A3-WHI 

Daily Classic
DESK-PAD-B5-WHI 

Focus 
FOCUS-PAD-B5-WHI 

B5 DESK PADS

A4 DESK PADS

A3 DESK PAD

Creative
CREATE-PAD-A4-WHI 





CONTACT US

Adam Jelic 
+61 408 330 843 

adam@migoals.com.au
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